Every state has on its books sunshine laws affecting colleges and universities. The scope of these laws is broad, although some aspects dominate news media attention and legal disputes. For example, hardly a week passes without coverage in local of national news media of a fraught presidential search somewhere around the country. The extent to which such searches can be conducted effectively "in the sunlight" is hotly debated.
1 But numerous other arenas also prompt considerable attention. For example, disputes have arisen around whether the research logs of faculty members studying climate science are subject to sunshine laws, 2 and the extent to which universities' athletic associations deserve special protections under the laws. 3 Arguably, there is no more important governance challenge for college and university leaders than dealing effectively with what diplomat and educator Harland Cleveland termed the "trilemma" posed by sunshine laws: respecting the public's legitimate right to know, protecting individual privacy, and serving the public good. It seems no exaggeration to suggest that institutional effectiveness depends on deftly balancing these three imperatives. With that priority in mind, this policy brief reviews the critical decisions and procedures associated with the various domains covered under open-meetings and records laws, concluding with a discussion of emerging issues relating to the laws.
The Domains of Contemporary Sunshine Laws
Contemporary open-meetings and open-records laws can encompass all areas of operations in academic institutions. The depth and breadth of the laws vary substantially by state. 4 This diversity precludes a comprehensive discussion, but the various institutional domains covered by state sunshine laws are enumerated below, along with some critical issues and tensions regularly confronting institutional leaders in each area.
Executive Searches and Selection
If the pages of the Chronicle of Higher Education and Inside Higher Ed are any indication, presidential searches and selection constitute the most visible aspect of open-meetings and records laws in higher education. Clearly, the consideration and choice of candidates for top leadership positions are important subjects for scrutiny by policymakers, news media, and the general public. After all, conducting successful presidential searches is arguably the most important task facing boards. Yet in practice, the process raises significant questions and disputes about the openness of meetings and records.
Importantly, does full openness in search processes serve institutional effectiveness and the public interest? When search committee interviews and meetings are fully or largely open to the public, deliberation and debate may be constrained. Board members may not be as candid about reservations over a candidate, for example, not wishing to critique a candidate in an open forum.
What is more, numerous observers have noted that open campus searches deter prospective candidates already occupying high-level positions on other campuses or in other organizations. Such candidates may be perfectly positioned for an available presidency, but being publicly considered may affect their leadership effectiveness in their current positions. Those risks may "chill" applications and reduce the chances of an institution's search ending with the best possible hire. What's more, the prospect of being publicly rejected in a candidacy may even further contribute to prospective candidates' hesitance to apply. In response to such concerns, many states have created exemptions in sunshine laws to keep executive candidates out of public view until a search's finalist stage. Such exemptions can contribute to more vigorous committee discussions and provide at least some "cover" to candidates contemplating lateral moves from one executive position to another.
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At the same time, however, searches conducted largely outside of the public eye may not always serve the broader public interest and may reduce public trust. Notably, sunshine exemptions for searches may prevent appropriate vetting of candidates prior to appointment. Numerous examples may be provided of the dangers of excluding names from full public consideration before appointment. 6 A candidate who has been publically vetted and met with constituents beforehand often experiences a smoother leadership transition. At public institutions, in particular, it is important to ensure that the public and all university constituents-students, faculty, and alumni-feel involved in the process. In a recent executive search at the University of Iowa, accusations that the search committee violated open-meetings laws led to a faculty vote of no confidence in the regents. Finding a balance between protecting the board's task of selecting the best candidate for the institution and allowing others to feel involved in the process is not easy, and a failed search is costly. Ensuring adequate openness in executive searches and selection seems not only right but smart.
Human Resources
Personnel policies are covered under federal and state laws protecting individual privacy, and thus in some respects are exempted from coverage under sunshine laws. That said, numerous aspects of an individual's work and career are accessible under the laws. 8 Many states provide easy public access to the salaries and non-university related income of institutional employees, including coaches. 9 The tension between access to information and protection of individual privacy is nowhere more evident than in matters relating to human resources. While the privacy of students is generally well-protected from state sunshine laws, 10 institutions maintain extensive, potentially disclosable personal information on employees. In agreeing to work for state-supported organizations, faculty and staff must accept some challenges to their privacy.
Academic Policy
Teaching students and expanding knowledge via research are core activities of colleges and universities, and sunshine laws affect both activities in several ways. The freedom of faculty to disseminate and pursue ideas and information untethered by political or legal constraints is enshrined in academic freedom protections that have been upheld by the courts. Nonetheless, faculty members' controversial statements and records can still become enmeshed in sunshine disputes. 11 In particular, the ability of faculty to pursue research in politically sensitive areas such as climate science, stem cells, or abortion may be constrained by laws that open their identities and scholarly records to broader audiences.
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Beyond those controversies lies a series of other personnel-related issues. For one, allowing faculty research that is still in process to be publicly accessible can result in competitive threats from scientists outside the institution (for example, from corporations). Such availability can compromise the worth to 5 Dunn (2013) . 6 Hearn . 7 Charis-Carlson (2015). 8 Cate and Varn (1999) . 9 Meyers (1990). 10
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faculty and the institution of any potentially patentable or licensable intellectual property developed on campus. In response, some states are acting to protect such information from public records requests.
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In addition, concerns arise over the effectiveness of open personnel-review processes. External scholarly reviews of the productivity of candidates for promotion and tenure are a staple element in college and university advancement processes. Some states apply highly inclusive sunshine laws to these processes. For example, the manual for promotion and tenure processes at the Ohio State University states: "The Ohio Public Records Act … requires that public records be made available upon request. Documents generated for P&T reviews are public records. Candidates and others may request access to these documents and units must provide them." In such cases, the effectiveness of evaluation processes may be compromised by a reluctance among outside reviewers to be frank in their written statements for candidates' advancement files.
14 The laws often apply to certain aspects of internal review processes, as well, such as the internal communications among deans and administrators conveying departmental and college-level evaluations.
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Although faculty candidates deserve protection from arbitrary, malicious, and ill-informed reviews, discouraging reviewer frankness via open records may expose reviewers to professional discomfort and bias subsequent evaluations of candidates. In the end, individual rights, as well as ultimate institutional effectiveness, can potentially be disserved by both open and closed review processes, leaving this an arena of significant tension.
Technology
It appears that states have been slow to adapt their sunshine laws to the emerging demands of "e-governance," that is, the increasing appropriateness and necessity of providing online meeting notices and records, procedural guides for citizens, web access to meetings, and the like. Worth noting are the reverse difficulties states face in ensuring the privacy of data meriting protection, such as personal records. 16 Numerous questions pertaining to technology remain unanswered in many states.
For example, to what extent does a web streaming service provide legal access to a meeting? Which emails are subject to public scrutiny? How do the laws cover "serial correspondence," that is, forwarded emails, group emails with multiple responses, and the like? To what extent do individuals' and institutions' social media trails constitute covered open records under the law? How many parties to an email or Skype session constitute an effective quorum? Can a legally defined meeting take place entirely online?
Searches pose particularly difficult technological uncertainties for board members and others. Many of the search controversies noted earlier arose from a lack of knowledge or sensitivity regarding key technological ground rules. An open interview used to mean placing a candidate in a room with trustees, faculty, students, the news media, and a few others, but the advent of live streaming, recordings accessible on the web, and other technological developments raise many questions for policymakers and leaders seeking appropriate, effective search processes. As with many other aspects of sunshine laws, board members need clearer guidance on doing their work well within the rapidly evolving technological environment. 
Finances and Business Operations
necessity of openness of budgets and financial reporting, and most institutions' annual financial statements are easily accessible online. Nonetheless, the application of sunshine laws to certain aspects of financial and business operations can raise important issues.
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In some cases, full-disclosure rules might reveal institutions' internal priorities and strategies going into negotiations with outside parties on real estate and other investments. In other cases, openness could provide outsiders access to negotiating details for salary and benefits in the recruiting of faculty, institutional leaders, and athletic coaches. In still other situations, openness might discourage or constrain meetings with prospective donors, business partners, and political allies or foes.
18 For those reason, boards have long sought legal exemptions for certain aspects of their financial and business operations.
Fundraising, Foundations, and Affiliated Enterprises
Virtually all public institutions encompass operations that lie outside of their core educational and research enterprise. Development offices, university foundations, departments of intercollegiate athletics, university hospitals, and numerous other entities fall under state sunshine laws to varying extents. Because of their unusual, and often sizable, nature relative to strictly academic entities within institutions, these affiliated efforts raise special concerns in the application of the laws.
Most universities and some smaller institutions have one or more foundations associated with them, usually organized under separate legal statutes. Typically, these foundations focus on particular areas of institutions, such as fundraising, real estate transactions, and asset and endowment management.
Whether private foundations affiliated with public institutions should be subject to open-records/ open-meetings laws remains a debated legal and policy question, as it was last year in the state of Connecticut. 19 To the extent that foundations are considered under the law to be public or quasi-public institutions, they can be held accountable to open-meeting and records laws. That legal responsibility, in turn, can shape their attractiveness to outside supporters such as donors and athletic boosters.
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Past court cases on this question have most often been resolved by focusing on the exact nature of the relationship between a foundation and its "parent" institution-it appears that the closer that relationship, the more likely foundations are to be held to openness standards. 21 Understanding how and to what extent their foundation is held subject to these laws is a central responsibility for board members, who must be knowledgeable about existing laws, proactive in clarifying policies about disclosure, and prepared for future challenges to their exemptions from open-records and meetings laws.
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Fundraising more generally can also raise difficult transparency challenges for institutions. It is not unusual for controversy to arise when institutions detail the purposes or donors of newly announced campus initiatives. 23 In rare cases, courts might instruct institutions to reveal the specifics of gifts made by donors requesting anonymity.
24 Donors with particular political or economic viewpoints may use their donations to encourage acceptance of their perspectives on campuses.
25 Applying sunshine laws 17 Hearn, McLendon, and Gilchrist (2004 to require early disclosure of gift details could lead to campus unrest, donor skittishness, and even abandonment of the initiative, but the same may be said of later disclosure. Either way, institutions and the public good could conceivably suffer.
Board Operations
Because public higher education is a major target of state spending, understanding the decision making of its leaders is a fundamental expectation for a state's citizenry. Board appointments, development, communications, and deliberations are subject to open-meetings and records laws in virtually all states. The laws facilitate not only citizens' access to board governance, but also their involvement. In this respect, the laws can increase public confidence in a state's higher education spending and leadership.
Nonetheless, unfettered access by the public and its representatives in the news media may raise some tensions. Sunshine laws' disclosure requirements can discourage individuals with sensitive career, financial, and political histories to accept appointment to a board. Once appointed to a board, trustees often suggest that the presence of news media at regular board meetings can result in "sugar coated" discussions around controversial topics.
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Further, some board members express fear of exposing their ignorance on key governance topics (for example, tuition setting, hiring priorities, etc.) in front of wide audiences, and some board members express confusion over what qualifies as allowable personal communication under the laws. Those fears and uncertainties are especially apparent in states whose laws offer no exemptions for board learning opportunities, such as educational and informational retreats for board members. Anxiety and ambiguity among some members can bring disproportionate power to those who best understand the scope and details of the laws. Assertive, law-savvy board members are well-equipped to direct board deliberations and decisions in their favored directions, and other board members' uncertainties and reluctance to speak may compromise the quality of decisions.
It seems likely that sunshine laws limit the effectiveness of a boards' assessment of governance and leadership, including its own. Carrying out honest performance reviews of themselves and their chosen presidents in an open environment without unfairly airing disputes and "dirty laundry" is difficult. To avoid these concerns, boards should be provided, within reason, some exemptions for executive sessions to conduct assessments so as to provide ample opportunities for constructive interactions contributing to institutional improvement. 27 Finally, all of the challenges noted earlier under the technology domain apply equally to board activities, the most visible features of college and university operations. It is among board members that some of the most fraught electronic conversations can occur. Effective board members must walk a difficult path between casual banter over university life and legally actionable violations of discourse restrictions.
Continuing and Emerging Themes For Discussion
The primary goal of higher education leaders and stakeholders is, or at least should be, ensuring the effectiveness of the enterprise. Achieving success for students, advancing knowledge, and serving society all depend on establishing and maintaining conditions for efficient, fair, and wise decision making. Openmeeting and open-records laws can be central to achieving these goals at publicly supported colleges and 26
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universities. Both board members and policymakers can contribute to the laws functioning effectively toward those ends.
For their part, board members need to understand the strategic benefits of sunlight for their institutions. The laws' complexities and restrictiveness can frustrate and even intimidate some board members and executives and can even constrain the very public debate the laws seek to ensure. 28 Yet sunshine laws are not simply arbitrary constraints on boards' freedom to function as decision makers, controllers, and overseers. Trustees' continuing commitment to faithfully following both the letter and spirit of the laws actually serves to buttress internal and external faith in the functioning and future of their institutions. By solidifying support in this way, the laws can actually maintain and create "space" for board decision making by providing boards the political good will and capital needed for making tough decisions.
In concert, board members should aim to support and even expand information flows between institutions and external stakeholders and the news media. Leaders often bemoan efforts by members of the public and the press to deploy the laws as heat-seeking weapons in trolling for information across wide areas of institutional functioning. 29 The costs to institutions of answering external requests for data and information include attorney salaries or fees, salaries for clerical staff, and expenses for record storage and reproduction. In a large state system, these costs can be formidable.
Institutions themselves can be equally guilty of "weaponization" in the reverse direction, however, by providing information in volumes or formats that can overwhelm requesters, charging too much for access to information, or delaying response times beyond reasonable expectations. Weaponization is lamentable, and it is too often a two-way street. Left unaddressed, tensions between requesters and institutions can rise to the point of hostility and ineffectiveness on both sides. Healthy information flows and interactions with external parties serve institutional effectiveness. 30 Maintaining cordial, understanding relations with the news media, in particular, seems especially important in this era of rising public distrust of major societal institutions.
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Board members also need to work vigilantly toward ensuring their deliberations welcome frank, informed, and tough decision making while simultaneously honoring the public's right to know. Sunshine laws impose highly legalized and highly public contexts on boards. The reality is that the laws can create an intimidating and difficult landscape for critical decision making. Board members sometimes express hesitancy to ask questions out of fear of appearing stupid, or hesitancy to express opinions publicly out of fear of some outsiders' reactions.
32 But when boards shrink from their duties out of concern over the constraining aspects of the laws, their effectiveness is compromised. Wisdom and courage are necessary.
Of course, wise and courageous board members alone are not enough to ensure effectiveness under sunshine laws. Policymakers and other stakeholders must understand the contradictions inherent in asking institutions to respond more quickly and efficiently to emerging economic and demographic shifts while also imposing constraints and costs on their ability to do just that. Scrutiny of the leadership, operations, and outcomes of colleges and universities is understandable and appropriate, but that scrutiny comes with costs. For example, state policymakers are increasingly implementing outcomes-based funding approaches for their public institutions, but those approaches can impose sizable data-gathering and measurement costs as well as difficult tradeoffs with other institutional and state goals 33 
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Chaffee (2017). Sunshine laws require boards to make key decisions under restraints on their public and private deliberations, such as refraining from discussion of board business outside of an open meeting. Policymakers should design these restraints with both efficiency and effectiveness in mind. As with any policy initiative, it is critical to examine not only sunshine laws' success in meeting their laudable goals but also the costs associated with that success. The laws need to be structured in ways that meet goals while respecting the imperative for colleges and universities to respond deftly to rapidly shifting circumstances.
Similar balance is called for in presidential searches. Policymakers should provide boards with latitude in the openness of search processes, but should guard against potentials for abuse. As noted earlier, fully open presidential searches can limit the range of applicants, complicate the choice of finalists, and slow hiring processes. 34 At the same time, secretive searches can diminish stakeholder supportiveness and bring harm to an institution's reputation and ability to attract leaders, faculty, and students. 35 More fundamentally, such searches run a strong risk of ending in wrong choices. 36 For example, given the opportunity provided by lax laws, boards may be tempted to name only one finalist and to make that announcement only after extensive discussions to ascertain the candidate's willingness to accept an offer. At their worst, such tactics can effectively close an open search process before it begins, 37 undermine boards' credibility, and threaten the spirit of transparency in sunshine laws. Some middle ground is essential, such as allowing a delay in the public identification of candidates until finalists are chosen. Policymakers and board members should support allowing selective lenience in the laws when they believe such latitude will ultimately enhance governance and benefit institutions.
Finally, both policymakers and board members should commit to serving the double purposes of open government laws: transparency and voice.
Certainly, public institutions should be, and usually are, obliged to provide openness in their deliberations and decisions. Less considered than this informational purpose, though, is a second purpose of the laws: providing a voice for affected parties. 38 Open meetings must inform, but they also must work to potentially engage stakeholders' participation. Open processes always run a risk of going off-topic or even derailing, and that indeterminacy can make them distasteful to leaders committed to reaching decisions quickly and efficiently. Yet voice is to be valued in all democratic settings, and one could argue that it is especially needed in the current landscape of higher education.
Colleges and universities receive significant public funding and thus have substantial responsibilities to their stakeholders. At the same time, they must operate in a web of markets: students making enrollment choices among alternative institutions, scholars fighting to secure research funding, faculty members making employment choices among competing institutional offers, and institutions competing for prestige, rankings, and too-scarce leadership talent.
Underlying and intersecting this mixed public and private economic context are higher education's historic commitments to fairness, open debate, and serving the public good. Sunshine laws lie at this nexus of responsibilities, market demands, and value commitments. Perhaps necessarily, therefore, the laws remain a work in process in higher education. Crafting the laws appropriately for application in this special context, and working effectively within that context, require from leaders extraordinary attention and skill. 34 Barden (2010 
